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The solubility of a water molecule in a binary mixture of nonpolar cyclohexane and quadrupolar benzene is
studied with the ab initio method. A novel self-consistent reaction field theory that properly accounts for
benzene quadrupole moments in the continuum solvent framework is used to describe the solvation effects
of the solvent mixture. The free energy of transfer from pure cyclohexane to the mixture solvent is obtained
with the neglect of nonelectrostatic contributions. A reasonable agreement with experiments indicates that
the theoretical method presented here provides a promising approach to electronic structure calculations in
quadrupolar solvents and their mixtures with nonpolar solvents.

1. Introduction

It has been well-known that nondipolar or nearly nondipolar
solvents with large molecular quadrupolar moments, hereafter
referred to as quadrupolar solvents, offer a significantly polar
medium for chemical processes. Examples include benzene,
toluene, dioxane, dense carbon dioxide, etc. Despite their small
dielectric constant, i.e.,ε0 ∼ 2 under liquid conditions, their
empirical polarity scales, e.g.,ET(30) andπ*, are comparable
to those of weakly or moderately dipolar solvents withε0 ≈
4-8, such as diethyl ether and tetrahydrofuran.1 Also the
quadrupolar solvents show substantive outer-sphere reorganiza-
tion and solvation stabilization for many charge-transfer
reactions2-7 and significant spectral diffusion in various time-
resolved spectroscopies.8-10 Thus, the characteristics of their
solvation free energetics and dynamics are very similar to those
of conventional dipolar solvents.

Recently, Jeon and Kim have constructed a novel continuum
theory with account of solvent quadrupole moments.11-13 To
be specific, they extended the conventional dielectric continuum
description of dipolar solvents to include solvation effects arising
from solvent quadrupole moments by treating the quadrupole
density as an explicit field variable. Hereafter, this formulation
is referred to as the continuum quadrupolar solvent (CQS)
theory. Its applications to several charge-transfer systems14,15

show that solvent quadrupoles play an important role in
equilibrium and nonequilibrium reaction free energetics and
dynamics, consonant with molecular theory predictions.16-18

Also, through minor modifications of existing self-consistent
reaction field (SCRF) quantum chemistry algorithms,19 CQS
allows ab initio electronic structure calculations for solute
molecules under equilibrium solvation conditions in quadrupolar
solvents.11 In ref 11, this similarity to SCRF was used
extensively to analyze solvation of small molecules with the
Hartree-Fock (HF) and complete active space self-consistent
field (CASSCF) methods in the point dipole approximation of
the solute charge distributions.

In this article, we apply the CQS description to study sol-
vation in binary mixtures of nonpolar20 and quadrupolar
solvents. It has been found that quadrupolar solvents, when
mixed with nonpolar solvents20 of comparable dielectric con-
stants, enhance the effective polarity of the medium considerably
even at small concentrations, analogous to the effect produced
by dipolar solvents.21,22 One well studied example is kinetics
of Menshutkin reactions.22 When benzene is added as a
cosolvent to cyclohexane, the reaction rate between, e.g.,
triethylamine and iodomethane in the mixture increases rapidly
with the mole fraction of benzene. Its rate constant in pure
benzene is larger than that in pure cyclohexane by nearly 4
orders of magnitude.22 Another example is the solubility of
water, which was found to increase with the benzene con-
centration in the binary mixture of benzene and cyclohexane.21

In the present study, we investigate the free energy of transfer
of a water molecule from pure cyclohexane to benzene-
cyclohexane mixture using ab initio methods in the CQS
description. Higher 2l-multipole moments of the solute charge
distribution up tol ) 6 are included in the electronic structure
calculations.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we
briefly review the CQS formulation of pure quadrupolar
solvents11-13 and extend it to describe binary mixtures of
nonpolar and quadrupolar solvents. Its application to solvation
of a water molecule in benzene-cyclohexane mixtures is
considered in section 3. There the free energy of transfer from
neat cyclohexane to the mixtures is obtained as a function of
the benzene mole fraction at the HF and CASSCF levels and
compared with measurements.21 Concluding remarks are offered
in section 4.

2. Continuum Quadrupolar Solvent Theory

2.1. Hamiltonian. In the CQS formulation of refs 11-13, a
polarizable, nondipolar but quadrupolar solvent is characterized
by quadrupolarizationQ, defined as the density of solvent
quadrupole moments, and the usual dipolarizationPel arising
from the induced solvent dipole moments.12 The total Hamil-
tonianĤ for a solute placed in a cavity immersed in the solvent
medium is (see ref 12 for details)
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where the carat means an operator,∫V indicates that the
integrations are restricted to the volume outside the cavity and
the colon denotes contraction over two indices of the tensor
quantities involved. The first term on the right-hand side of eq
1 is the HamiltonianĤ° for the isolated solute. The next three
terms there represent, in sequence, free energy cost for inducing
Pel, interactions betweenPel at different positions in the medium,
and interaction ofPel with the electric fieldε̂ arising from the
solute charge distribution. They describe the effects of the
solvent induced dipole moments in the continuum description.
We note that there are no contributions from the solvent
permanent dipole moments because the solvent is nondipolar.
The rest of the terms in eq 1 which involveQ describe the
additional contribution arising from the quadrupolar nature of
the solvent. They are, respectively, the free energy cost for
inducingQ, interactions betweenPel andQ, interactions between
Q at different points in the medium, and interaction ofQ with
the solute electric field gradient∇ε̂. CQ is a quadrupolar
susceptibility which gauges the degree of quadrupolarization,
analgous to the dielectric susceptibilityøel associated withPel.
The optical dielectric constantε∞ andøel are related byε∞ ) 1
+ 4πøel. We note that the short-range orientational and
positional correlations between the solvent molecules are not
reflected in eq 1 just like the conventional dielectric continuum
descriptions. Also the short-range solute-solvent interactions
are not included inĤ although account of quantum correlations23

between the solute electronic degrees of freedom and solvent
electronic polarizationPel lead to their dispersion interac-
tions.13,24,25

2.2. Equilibrium Free Energy. The free energyG for the
solute-solvent system can be obtained via the expectation value
of Ĥ in eq 1 with the solute wave functionΨ, i.e., G )
〈Ψ|Ĥ|Ψ〉.26-29 SincePel and Q are arbitrary, the free energy
thus obtained describes a general nonequilibrium situation. In
the special case of equilibrium solvation, bothQ andPel become
equilibrated to the solute charge distribution. This is effected
via the free energy minimization with respect toPel andQ, viz.,
∂G/Pel ) 0 and∂G/∂Q ) 0. The resulting solutions determine
equilibrium solvation with free energyGeq. In the special case
of a spherical cavity for the solute,Geq is given by

whereælm is the expectation value of the 2l-multipole tensor
operatoræ̂lm

associated with the solute charge density operatorF̂0 and
spherical harmonicsYlm and the reaction field factorsRP

(l) and
RQ

(l)

characterize respective strengths ofPel andQ responses toælm

of the solute located at the center of the cavity of radiusa.
∆Geq

P and ∆Geq
Q in eq 2 are, respectively, the contributions

from equilibratedPel and Q to solvation free energy∆Gsolv

defined as the difference betweenGeq and the solute ground-
state energyE° in a vacuum

We point out that nonelectrostatic contributions toGeq, e.g.,
cavitation free energy and short-range solute-solvent interac-
tions,19 are not included in eq 5.

In eq 4,κ determined by

measures the extent of screening of the solute electric field by
Q equilibrated to the solute charge distribution, theSl factor
being given by

describes the cavity boundary effect, andFl(κa) defined as

gauges the short-range effect of the solute-quadrupole interac-
tions, compared to solute-dipole interactions. Herekl(z), kl

d(z),
andâl(z) are related to modified Bessel functionsKn(z)

We note thatRQ
(l) varies not only withCQ but also withε∞. For

a detailed derivation of the results in eqs 2-9, the reader is
referred to ref 12.
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2.3. Self-Consistent Field Method.In the dielectric con-
tinuum approach, the solute electronic structure in solution is
often determined via the SCRF method. Briefly, the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation obtained through variational minimization
of the equilibrium free energy with respect to the solute wave
functionΨ is solved in a self-consistent fashion.19 An analogous
approach applied to CQS at equilibrium, i.e., eq 2, yields a
similar nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation11,12

which we refer to as self-consistent quadrupolar reaction field
(SCQRF) theory of solute electronic structure. In ref 11, Jeon
and Kim introduced an apparent dielectric constantεapp for
quadrupolar solvents as

to gauge their capability of solvating dipolar solutes in a
spherical cavity, viz., solvent influence arising from bothPel

andQ on l ) 1 components ofælm. With eq 11, one can rewrite
eq 10 forl ) 1 as

which can then be solved using the existing SCRF algorithms19

without any additional modifications.11

To include the effects of solute multipole moments, we
generalize eq 11 to higherl

εapp
(l) in eq 13 defines an effective dielectric constant of

quadrupolar solvents, measuring their solvating power of solutes
whose charge distributions are characterized by 2l-multipole
moments. Withεapp

(l) , we recast SCQRF eq 10 as

We note that except for thel dependence ofεapp
(l) , the structure

of eq 14 is identical to that of the conventional SCRF theory in
the multipole expansion approach.19 Thus, we can perform
SCQRF calculations, in principle, to arbitrary order inl by
modifying SCRF algorithms to account for thel-dependent
apparent dielectric constants. In section 3 below, we will
extensively utilize this near isomorphism between the SCRF
and SCQRF to do electronic structure calculations for a water
molecule solvated in cyclohexane-benzene mixtures.

We note that the importance of solvent quadrupoles in
solubility was recognized in a previous SCRF study.30 There it
was effected by scaling down the solute cavity size. This
strengthens in effect the solute-solvent electrostatic interactions

and thus mimics the additional stabilization arising from solvent
quadrupole moments. By contrast, the effective solvent polarity
is enhanced in the CQS theory, so that electrostatic interactions
of the solute charge distributions with solvent quadrupoles are
directly accounted for in our approach.

2.4. SCQRF for Mixtures. Theoretical analyses of solvation
in binary mixtures of nonpolar and polar liquids via a dielectric
continuum description are not as extensive as those in pure
solvents although the former offer attractive properties, e.g.,
tunability of medium polarity by merely varying their composi-
tion. One of the key issues is the determination of an appropriate
dielectric constantεmix for the solvent mixture. One widely used
relation is [see, e.g., ref 31]

whereεp andεn are the static dielectric constants of the polar
and nonpolar solvent components of the binary mixture,
respectively, andVp andVn their volume fractions. Recognizing
that polarization is defined as the density of solvent dipoles,
we can introduce a mild extension of eq 15 as

whereVjn, xn andVjp, xp are the molar volume and mole fraction
of the nonpolar and polar neat solvent components, respectively,
while Vjmix is the molar volume of their mixture. We note that
eqs 15 and 16 would become identical if mixing of solvents
would not incur any volume changes. A different approach
developed by Suppan and co-workers32,33posits an ideal mixing
of two continuum solvents according to the combination rule

and deviations from eq 17 are interpreted as preferential
solvation due to dielectric enrichment near the solute molecules.
While this method has been applied to solvent spectral shifts
for various chromophores with success,32-36 the definition of
ideal mixing, viz., eq 17, is empirical in a strict sense [cf. Figure
1 below]. Therefore, dielectric enrichment couched in terms of
deviations from eq 17 and related preferential solvation seem
rather arbitrary. It should be noted that eqs 15 and 17 yield
considerably different results forεmix for the mixtures [see Figure
1 below].32

In the absence of a firm continuum framework for binary
mixturesseven for those involving dipolar solvents, we employ
analogues of eqs 16 and 17 to study solvation in the mixture of

Figure 1. Apparent dielectric constantεmix
(l) (l ) 1) of mixture as a

function of benzene mole fractionxb: M1 (method 1); M2 (method
2): M3 (method 3). The cavity radius employed in the calculations is
a ) 2.4 Å.

εmix ) Vnεn + Vpεp (15)
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nonpolar cyclohexane and quadrupolar benzene. Specifically,
we first determine apparent dielectric constantsεb

(l) of pure
benzene from eq 13 and substitute the resulting values into

to obtain the effectivel-dependent dielectric constantsεmix
(l) for

the mixture. Here subscripts c and b denote the cyclohexane
and benzene components, respectively. The results are then used
in eq 14 for SCQRF electronic structure calculations.

In addition to methods 1 (eq 18) and 2 (eq 19) above, we
also consider a linear scaling of the benzene quadrupolar
susceptibilityCQ,b with xb

whereCQ,mix is the quadrupolar susceptibility of the mixture.37

This is similar to eq 16 in spirit in that the quadrupolarization
is given by the local density of solvent quadrupoles.38 As for
the optical dielectric constant of the mixture needed in the
evaluation ofRQ

(l) (see eq 4), we employ a linear combination
of the cyclohexane and benzene values analogous to eq 18.

The SCQRF calculations for a water molecule in a spherical
cavity were carried out in the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set39,40using
ab initio HF and CASSCF levels of theory at all mixture
compositions with the DALTON41 program. For both HF and
CASSCF calculations, we used the water geometry optimized
in the solution phase via the HF method. We employed 12 active
space orbitals and 8 active space electrons in the CASSCF
calculations as in ref 11. Theε∞ values used in the calculations
are 2.02 and 2.24 for pure cyclohexane and benzene, respec-
tively. We employedCQ,b ) 3.56 Å2 for pure benzene.37 We
considered two different cavity radii, 2.2 and 2.4 Å. While these
values are greater than those commonly used for aqueous
solvation,30,42-45 there is evidence that cavity size for solvation
in liquid hydrocarbons is generally larger than in water.30 For
instance, according to the cavity scaling regime of ref 30 (Table
2 there),a ≈ 2.03 and 2.10 for a water molecule in benzene
and cyclohexane, respectively, whereasa ≈ 1.55 Å in water.
In addition, though their parametrizations are well tested with
the ab initio and semiempirical methods, most of the existing
prescriptions fora are essentially on an ad hoc basis, so that
different recipes for evaluations of, e.g., cavitation and/or
solute-solvent repulsion and dispersion contributions to sol-
vation could lead to somewhat different cavity radii. Perhaps
the most important is that qualitative and even semiquantitative
aspects of our results are not influenced by minor uncertainties
in the cavity size; i.e., the basic solvation trends we obtained
are essentially the same betweena ) 2.2 and 2.4 Å (see below).
This seems to indicate that unless the actual cavity size is

considerably different from the values employed in the present
study, our analysis is robust.

3. Results and Discussion

We begin by considering the apparent dielectric constants of
pure benzene and mixture. In Table 1,εb

(l) (l ) 1-6) deter-
mined via eqs 4 and 13 are summarized for two different values
of the cavity radius. Because of the short-range nature of
electrostatic interactions with solvent quadrupoles,εb

(l) in-
creases with the solute multipole characterl and decreases with
the cavity sizea. This means that as the solute electric field
becomes shorter in range, the solvent quadrupolarization plays
an increasingly more important role.12 We point out that in the
presence of small cavities, effective polarity of pure benzene
(εb

(l) ∼ 7-8) is comparable to that of moderately dipolar
solvents, e.g., tetrahydrofuran (ε ) 7.6) and dichloromethane
(ε ) 8.9).

The results for thel ) 1 apparent dielectric constants of the
cyclohexane-benzene mixture obtained with three different
recipes, eqs 18-20, are compared in Table 2 and exhibited in
Figure 1. As noted above, the three methods yield rather
different trends for the solvent polarity with the mixture
composition.εmix

(1) determined via method 1 (M1) shows a near
linear increase with the benzene mole fraction. By contrast,
method 2 (M2)32,33 yields εmix

(1) which is sublinear inxb for
small xb but becomes superlinear asxb approaches 1. The
behavior ofεmix

(1) obtained with method 3 (M3) is opposite of
that with M2.

The free energy of transfer∆∆Gtr from pure cyclohexane to
benzene-cyclohexane mixture is calculated via

where∆Gsolv is the solvation free energy introduced in eq 5
above. Since benzene and cyclohexane are “similar” in molec-
ular composition and structure, we would expect that the
nonelectrostatic contributions, e.g., cavitation and short-range
solute-solvent interactions, to solvation free energy are canceled
to a large extent in eq 21 between∆Gsolv,mix and∆Gsolv,c.11 Our
SCQRF results obtained with the neglect of nonelectrostatic
contributions should be interpreted only in this context, i.e., to
understand thedifferencein solubility of water in cyclohexane
and in mixture. In view of the fact thatPel solvation strengths
are nearly the same for cyclohexane and benzene (recall that
their respectiveε∞ values are 2.02 and 2.24), solvation stabiliza-
tion arising from electrostatic interactions withQ present only
in pure benzene and mixture solvent is mainly responsible for
∆∆Gtr.37

With this in mind, we consider the results of ab initio SCQRF
calculations to multipole orderl ) 6 for a water molecule in
the mixture solvent compiled in Tables 3-5. It should be
mentioned that the convergence is attained at thel ) 6 level in
the SCQRF calculations with the HF method, so that the
inclusion of 27-multipole moments or higher has little effect on
the numerical results. Regardless of the recipes used to
determine the polarity of mixture, solvation free energy-∆Gsolv

shows a significant increase withxb. For example, with M1,
the HF results for-∆Gsolv increase from 1.18 kcal mol-1 in
pure cyclohexane to 2.11 kcal mol-1 in the 50-50 mixture of
benzene and cyclohexane. This would correspond to an en-
hancement of water solubility by a factor of∼5 in the mixture
at room temperature, compared to pure cyclohexane. M3 yields
a somewhat bigger increase, 1.16 kcal mol-1, while a 0.6 kcal
mol-1 increase results from M2. As mentioned above, the

TABLE 1: Eapp
(l) for Pure Benzene

l 1 2 3 4 5 6
a ) 2.2 Å 7.634 8.112 8.231 8.258 8.290 8.296
a ) 2.4 Å 7.127 7.509 7.592 7.608 7.622 7.624

TABLE 2: Apparent Dielectric Constant Emix
(l) of Mixture for

l ) 1: M1 (Method 1), M2 (Method 2), and M3 (Method 3)a

xb 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
M1 2.02 2.44 2.88 3.33 3.80 4.30 4.81 5.35 5.91 6.50 7.13
M2 2.02 2.20 2.41 2.65 2.94 3.29 3.71 4.24 4.92 5.84 7.13
M3 2.02 3.02 3.72 4.34 4.90 5.40 5.84 6.25 6.58 6.87 7.13

a Cavity radius: a ) 2.4 Å.

Vjmixεmix
(l) ) Vjcxcεc + Vjbxbεb

(l) (method 1) (18)

RP
(l)(εmix

(l) ) ) xcRP
(l)(εc) + xbRP

(l)(εb
(l)) (method 2) (19)

VjmixCQ,mix ) VjbxbCQ,b (method 3) (20)

∆∆Gtr ) ∆Gsolv,mix - ∆Gsolv,c (21)
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quadrupole moments of benzene in the mixture is mainly
responsible for this increase in-∆Gsolv with xb. This clearly
exposes the role played by solvent quadrupole moments in
stabilizing solute molecules through Coulombic interactions.11

Though not presented here, the ab initio results witha ) 2.2 Å
show the same trend as those witha ) 2.4 Å in Tables 3-5.
The only difference between the two is that solvation stabiliza-
tion is somewhat larger for the former than for the latter. For
instance, the respective-∆Gsolv values in pure cyclohexane and
pure benzene at the HF level are 1.65 and 3.53 kcal mol-1 with
a ) 2.2 Å, whereas they are 1.18 and 2.49 kcal mol-1 with a
) 2.4 Å.

In Figure 2, the HF results witha ) 2.4 Å for ∆∆Gtr obtained
with M1, M2, and M3 are compared. The CASSCF results are
nearly the same as the HF results and thus are not shown. The
main reason for the good agreement between HF and CASSCF
is that their difference in solvation free energy∆Gsolv is largely
canceled in the free energy of transfer in eq 21 between
cyclohexane and mixture. The experimental results by Goldman
and Krishnan21 are also presented in Figure 2. We notice that
their measured value for-∆∆Gtr at xb ) 1 is slightly larger
than the corresponding SCQRF result. While exact agreement
between the two can be obtained by reducing the cavity size in
the calculations (by 0.07 Å or so), we refrain from doing this
here because it does not influence the qualitative and semi-
quantitative aspects of our analysis (see above).

We observe that∆∆Gtr decreases with increasingxb; i.e., a
water molecule becomes better stabilized as the benzene mole

fraction of the solvent mixture grows. As mentioned above, this
arises from electrostatic interactions between the water charge
distribution and benzene quadrupole moments in our description.
This again demonstrates the importance of solvent quadrupole
moments in solvation phenomena. We notice that experimental
results for∆∆Gtr decrease almost linearly withxb. By contrast,
ab initio results with three different recipes forεmix

(1) show a
varying degree of nonlinearity in the∆∆Gtr trend. To be specific,
among the three methods, M3 yields the most nonlinear behavior
in ∆∆Gtr, showing a rather pronounced deviation from near
linear experimental results. For example, the difference in∆∆Gtr

between M3 and experiments is about 0.6 kcal mol-1 for xb )
0.2-0.3. This means that in thisxb range, the M3 prediction
for Henry’s law constant for water would be about 3 times larger
than experiments under ambient conditions. In view of the
approximate nature of M3,38 this is not surprising. The nonlinear
behavior of∆∆Gtr is considerably weaker for M1 and M2 than
that for M3. Therefore, while M1 and M2 tend to over- and
underestimate the solvation stabilization for mixture, respec-
tively, they both show decent agreement with experiments. The
maximum deviation of the M1 results for∆∆Gtr from measure-
ments is about 0.23 kcal mol-1 when xb ) 0.3. The largest
discrepancy between M2 and experiments is 0.17 kcal mol-1

at xb ) 0.5. Considering various assumptions invoked in the
development the SCQRF formulation12 and also uncertainties
involved in actual measurements, we feel that this level of
agreement between theory and experiment is quite reasonable.
It is interesting that M2 yields somewhat better agreement with
measurements than M1 even though the former lacks theoretical
justification. However, this state of affairs could change if cavity
size alterations with the benzene concentration are included (see
below).

For perspective, we consider several aspects of solvation that
are not included in our description. First, the cavity radiusa is
assumed to be fixed, so that its variations with the mixture
composition is neglected in our calculations as noted above.
Since benzene is denser than cyclohexane, the actual cavity size
would be smaller in the former than in the latter.30 To generalize
this somewhat, we would expect thata in the mixture would
decrease asxb increases. In view of thea dependence in the
reaction field factors (eq 4), this would have a nonnegligible
effect on solvation free energy and its trend withxb. Specifically,
with account of cavity size variations, solvation stabilization
would be, relatively speaking, enhanced for largexb but reduced

TABLE 3: Solvation Free Energy ∆Gsolv of Water in
Benzene-cyclohexane Mixture and Its Free Energy of
Transfer ∆∆Gtr from Cyclohexane to Binary Mixture
(HFdHartree-Fock, CASdCASSCF)a,b

xb 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

-∆Gsolv
HF 1.18 1.47 1.68 1.85 2.00 2.11 2.21 2.30 2.37 2.43 2.49

-∆∆Gtr
HF 0.00 0.28 0.50 0.67 0.81 0.93 1.03 1.11 1.19 1.25 1.31

-∆Gsolv
CAS 1.11 1.38 1.60 1.77 1.91 2.02 2.12 2.20 2.27 2.34 2.39

-∆∆Gtr
CAS 0.00 0.28 0.49 0.66 0.80 0.91 1.01 1.09 1.17 1.23 1.29

-∆∆Gtr
exp 0.00 0.11 0.30 0.44 0.61 0.77 0.88 1.05 1.17 1.30 1.44

a The cavity size employed for water isa ) 2.4 Å and apparent
dielectric constants of solvent mixture are determined via method 1.
Non- electrostatic contributions to the solvation free energy are ignored
in the calculations as explained in the text. Since the solute concentration
is fixed in the calculations regardless of the composition of the mixture,
∆∆Gtr

exp is corrected by addingRT ln(Vjmix/Vjc) to the experimental
data,30 whereR andT are the gas constant and temperature.b Units for
free energy: kcal mol-1.

TABLE 4: ∆Gsolv and ∆∆Gtr Obtained with Method 2a

xb 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

-∆Gsolv
HF 1.18 1.29 1.41 1.53 1.66 1.79 1.92 2.05 2.19 2.34 2.49

-∆∆Gtr
HF 0.00 0.11 0.23 0.35 0.48 0.60 0.74 0.87 1.01 1.16 1.31

-∆Gsolv
CAS 1.11 1.22 1.33 1.45 1.57 1.70 1.83 1.96 2.10 2.24 2.39

-∆∆Gtr
CAS 0.00 0.11 0.23 0.34 0.47 0.59 0.73 0.86 0.99 1.14 1.29

a Same as in Table 3 except for the method used to determine the
apparent dielectric constants.

TABLE 5: ∆Gsolv and ∆∆Gtr Obtained with Method 3a

xb 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

-∆Gsolv
HF 1.18 1.80 2.03 2.17 2.27 2.34 2.39 2.42 2.46 2.48 2.49

-∆∆Gtr
HF 0.00 0.62 0.85 0.99 1.09 1.16 1.21 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31

-∆Gsolv
CAS 1.11 1.72 1.95 2.09 2.18 2.25 2.30 2.33 2.36 2.38 2.40

-∆∆Gtr
CAS 0.00 0.61 0.84 0.98 1.08 1.14 1.19 1.23 1.26 1.28 1.29

a Same as in Table 3 except for the method used to determine the
apparent dielectric constants.

Figure 2. Free energy of transfer (units: kcal mol-1) from cyclohexane
to cyclohexane-benzene mixture as a function of benzene mole
fraction. The SCQRF calculations are performed tol ) 6 at the HF
level with a ) 2.4 Å: M1 (method 1); M2 (method 2): M3 (method
3). Experimental results (b) of ref 21 are also shown. The CASSCF
results are nearly the same as the HF and thus are not presented here.
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for smallxb, compared to the case of fixeda. This could further
improve the agreement between measurements and SCQRF
calculations in the∆∆Gtr trend withxb. On a related issue, the
short-range solute-solvent interactions and cavitation ignored
in the present study could make a nonnegligible contribution
to ∆∆Gtr, especially when the cavity size varies withxb. Another
aspect not included is preferential solvation.32-36 However, a
nearly linear increase in water solubility with the benzene
concentration observed in the experiments21 seems to imply that,
at least for the present case, there is little preferential solvation;
i.e., enrichment of benzene near water is not significant.

Before we conclude, we briefly consider thel dependence of
the apparent dielectric constants for quadrupolar solvents. To
gain insight into this, we calculated∆∆Gtr by assuming that
εmix

(l) doesnot vary with l. In Figure 3, the HF results thus
obtained, i.e., by using the value of thel ) 1 apparent dielectric
constant for allεmix

(l) (l ) 1-6) in eq 14, are compared with the
accurate SCQRF predictions withl-dependent dielectric con-
stants. While the latter yield better solvation stabilization of
water in mixture and in pure benzene than the former due to
the short-range character of quadrupolar interactions, their
difference is numerically insignificant. The maximum discrep-
ancy in∆∆Gtr between the two methods is less than 0.1 kcal
mol-1. Since variations of apparent dielectric constants of
benzene withl are not that substantial and multipole moments
of water are not that large, thel dependence ofεb

(l) does not
have any significant numerical consequence for solvation of
water.46 This leads to an interesting possibility that one can
perform ab initio calculations in quadrupolar solvents by treating
them as regular dipolar solvents. The polarity of these effective
dipolar solvents should be determined by eq 13, wherel is the
first nonvanishing multipole moment of solutes. In this case,
one can employ any SCRF algorithms,19 such as multipole
expansions used in the present study or polarizable continuum
model (PCM). This would provide an attractive avenue for
electronic structure calculations in quadrupolar solvents.

4. Concluding Remarks

In this article, we extended the SCQRF formulation by Jeon
and Kim11 to include 2l-multipole moments of the solute charge
distribution in solvation calculations in quadrupolar solvents.
This was effected vial-dependent apparent dielectric constants
that measure the ability of quadrupolar solvents to solvate 2l-
multipoles. The resulting description is nearly identical to the
existing SCRF theory19 of electronic structure in polar solvents
in the multipole expansion approach.

We applied the extended theory to study solvation of a water
molecule in cyclohexane, benzene and their mixture via ab initio
methods using the DALTON program.41 The convergence in
the SCQRF electronic structure calculations at the HF level was
obtained atl ) 6. By employing three different methods to
determine the apparent dielectric constants for the mixture, we
calculated the solvation free energy and related free energy of
transfer from pure cyclohexane to mixture at the HF and
CASSCF levels. We found that solvation free energy in the
mixture increases with increasing benzene concentration. This
is in good accord with measurements.21 It was also found that
the HF and CASSCF results for∆∆Gtr are nearly the same
because their difference in the solvation free energy results are
largely canceled in the evaluation of free energy of transfer.

Our study here and an earlier investigation by Jeon and Kim11

demonstrate that the SCQRF formulation couched in apparent
dielectric constants provides a promising theoretical framework
to perform ab initio calculations of solute electronic structure
in quadrupolar solvents. Good agreement with solubility mea-
surements found in this study, as well as previous successes in
describing electron-transfer reaction free energetics and kinet-
ics,14,15 suggests that the apparent dielectric constants capture
quantitatively the effective polarity of quadrupolar solvents and
their binary mixtures with nonpolar solvents. Furthermore, since
the l dependence of the apparent dielectric constants is of minor
importance for solute molecules like water,46 one can combine
leading-order apparent dielectric constants determined via the
CQS theory with any existing SCRF algorithms19 to study solute
electronic structure in benzene and its mixture with nonpolar
solvents. It would thus be worthwhile in the future to study
other solvent systems, such as supercritical CO2, to further
explore and test this possibility. If this is indeed borne out, it
would be extremely desirable, though challenging, to extend
the present CQS formulation to nonspherical cavities and
implement it via SCRF algorithms, e.g., PCM. For accurate
quantitation of solvation free energy and related solubility, the
incorporation of the cavity size variations with the composition
and inclusion of nonelectrostatic contributions to solvation free
energy would also be worthy of efforts.
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